Aristos means the best. We guarantee our flour. If it is not satisfactory return it and get your money back.

Every sack either makes a new friend or a better one.

Aristos Flour
Aristos Flour, made from Red Turkey Wheat, has gained its reputation on the facts:

That it is as good for CAKES and PASTRY as for BREAD and BISCUITS.

That more BREAD, BISCUITS or CAKES can be made from a barrel of Aristos than from other flour.

We have the choice of the FINEST HARD WHEAT in the world. We offer you the best flour that can be made from this wheat.

USE LESS Aristos THAN OTHER FLOUR IN ALL RECIPES
THE QUALITY OF Aristos FLOUR IS ALWAYS THE SAME

Our LABORATORY insures the quality.
It is the same Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow. The baker or the housewife never loses a baking because the new sack is not like the last.

Ask your grocer for Aristos; its quality is the best and changes not.

THE SOUTHWESTERN MILLING COMPANY
KANSAS CITY, KANS. KANSAS CITY, MO.
CAPACITY 3,000 BARRELS DAILY.